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Introduction
Modern slavery covers a range of exploitative practices that impact 

people’s freedoms including human trafficking, forced or compulsory 

labour and the worst forms of child labour.

This statement is our first modern slavery statement (‘Statement’) under 

the Australian Modern Slavery Act 2018. It sets out our business 

operations and the areas where our supply chain is most likely to be 

impacted by modern slavery practices.

amaysim does not tolerate any exploitative practices within its 

organisation or within its supply chain.

The Statement details our approach, policies and steps taken as part of 

our commitment to combat modern slavery and protect people human 

rights and freedoms.

We are committed to ensuring that our people are able to work in a safe 

environment where their human rights and freedoms are respected.
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No person should suffer abuse because we do not have the 

appropriate mechanisms and oversight in place.

We continue to develop our approach as part of our commitment to 

improving modern slavery practices within our supply chain and to 

enhance awareness of best practice.

This statement has been approved by the Board of amaysim Australia 

Limited on 24 November 2020. The statement has been prepared to 

report on the financial year 2020 and is made in respect of the 

Modern Slavery Act 2018. 

Authorised by

Andrew Reitzer
Chairman

amaysim Australia Limited



Our business

amaysim is an asset-light mobile service provider, focusing on providing 

simple, transparent mobile plans to the Australian market.

We have operations in two countries: Australia and the Philippines.  We 

currently employ more than 550 people across both regions and have a 

customer base of over one million people in Australia. 

Our head office is based in Australia and this is where the majority of our 

business activity is conducted. Our office in the Philippines is 

predominantly our customer service centre, however, there are supporting 

functions that include finance, legal, human resources and technology 

support.
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As a small company we do not have a dedicated procurement division. 

Instead, we have a procurement process that is promoted across the 

organisation. This process is designed to be fair to our suppliers, while 

ensuring that the necessary steps are taken to understand our suppliers’ 

business and operations. 



Our supply chain

As a mobile virtual network operator (MVNO) we do not own any of our 

own infrastructure and we do not sell mobile handsets. We provide 

customers with access to mobile services only and are therefore not 

involved with any material manufacturing supply chains.

We have a wide range of suppliers and commercial relationships spanning 

from large enterprises to small and medium sized businesses. In the 

financial year 2020 we owned and operated Click Energy and amaysim

Energy. On 30 September 2020, post the financial year end, we sold our 

Energy business. 

Including our Energy business, we used some 1,600 suppliers in the 2020 

financial year, with 71 of our suppliers making up 95% of our total annual 

supplier spend. Of these 71 suppliers, 94%  are situated in low-risk 

countries as defined by the OECD.
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The majority of our existing supplier spend is currently in Australia with 

infrastructure providers that deliver us the ability to provide our customers 

with access to a telecommunications network. In the 2020 financial year, 

this also included spend with energy infrastructure providers including 

wholesale providers and distributors. 

Technology platforms and software accounts for another significant area 

of spend as does the cost of leases.

The remaining expenditure is attributable to services that support the 

general business operations including marketing; professional services; 

catering; cleaning; logistics and distribution.



We have conducted a mapping of our significant providers in our existing 

supply chain (suppliers to our Mobile business) to identify where the high 

risk suppliers are likely to exist and determine how best to work with these 

suppliers where action may need to be taken to ensure that we maintain 

the integrity our of supply chain.

Our mapping approach assesses suppliers on a scale of high, low, low-

moderate and moderate. The risk weighting takes into account the 

location, exposure to the business, level of disruption to business and 

whether the supplier has their own modern slavery statement or 

commitment to reducing modern slavery.

The majority of our suppliers are low and low-moderate with a small 

percentage assessed as moderate. Of those that have been deemed 

moderate risk, this is in almost all cases the result of the geographical 

location of that supplier. 
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The Philippines represents the majority of the supply chain that utilises 

providers that have been assessed as moderate. Most of the suppliers 

used by the Philippines have been categorised as professional services 

suppliers and the exposure to the risk of modern slavery is deemed as low 

– low to moderate. 

Of the small number of suppliers that were deemed to be moderate risk, 

our focus over time is on working with these suppliers to better understand 

their supply chain. 

We do this through more in-depth due diligence with suppliers that 

includes a Supplier Assessment Questionnaire that we are rolling out 

across our supply chain to better understand the operations and Modern 

Slavery commitments of suppliers.

https://www.amaysim.com.au/dms/amaysim/documents/terms-conditions/TTF-Telco-Industry-Supplier-SAQ.pdf
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Our commitment to 
eliminating modern 
slavery

Code of Conduct

https://investor.amaysim.com.au/site/PDF/1780_0/codeofconduct
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Supplier Code of Conduct (SCOC)

.
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Telco Together Foundation - Australian telecommunications 

leadership statement on human rights and modern slavery

https://www.telcotogether.org/about-us/


We have a standardised procurement process that must be adhered to by 

suppliers. As part of the Telco Together Foundation, we have worked 

cooperatively with a group of other Australian leading telco providers to 

develop a collective approach to identify modern slavery risks within supply 

chains and to raise awareness and improve transparency among suppliers 

and the industry.

This culminated in the development of a Supplier Assessment 

Questionnaire (SAQ) and Toolkit that is available for everyone in the 

group,

We have incorporated the SAQ into our procurement process and now 

request that each new supplier complete the form in its entirety. 

We have also distributed the SAQ to our top 20 existing suppliers that 

accounted for 88% of our supplier payments for the Mobile business in the 

financial year 2020.
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The SAQ aims to determine accurate information in regard to our 

suppliers' modern slavery practices. The responses to the questionnaire 

will raise any modern slavery concerns and enable us to work with that 

supplier to determine the risk and whether it is an issue that needs to be 

addressed.

As part of our ongoing commitment to eliminating modern slavery 

practices in our supply chain and to the protection of human rights we 

have a continuous improvement approach and assess the effectiveness of 

our approach on an ongoing basis.

We continue to roll out the SAQ across our supplier base and use this data 

to monitor and update our supplier mapping to better understand the risk 

associated with our suppliers. 

Procurement and supply chain due diligence 



Our continued participation in the Modern Slavery group roundtable that 

is part of the Telco Together Foundation ensures industry-wide 

collaboration to tackle modern slavery. 

As part of this working group we seek to collectively increase the 

transparency and identify areas for further due diligence among our supply 

chains, many of which are shared.  

The Group focuses on identifying ethically aligned suppliers and 

streamlining supplier onboarding and reporting with the objective of 

increasing the industry’s knowledge of supply chains and modern slavery 

risks and building stronger engagement with suppliers to support 

addressing risks.

As we continue to collate our SAQs, we gain a deeper understanding of our 

suppliers and their supply chains and are able to identify areas of the 

greatest potential exposure and assess and monitor this risk. 
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It is not our intention to cease working with a supplier, nor to refuse to 

work with suppliers. Where possible, it is our intention to work with them 

to help better improve and enhance their practices and address the areas 

of concern. 

Our SCOC sets the minimum requirement that we ask our suppliers to 

adhere to when working with our business. We expect our suppliers to 

monitor their own compliance with our code, and we continue to support 

suppliers in their efforts to manage their compliance. It is important for us 

that everyone may report concerns about illegal, immoral or inappropriate 

actions and we encourage our people to report to their manager or 

through amaysim’s Whistleblower policy something they feel is not right.



We encourage everyone that works for amaysim to report breaches of our 

Code of Conduct. 

There are a number of ways in which people can report a breach. 

This includes internally to amaysim; to our independent Whistleblower

service provider; or to external authorities and entities. 

Our Whistleblowing service provider, Your Call, is an anonymous external 

and confidential reporting service that is communicated to all employees 

and suppliers. 

Your Call acts as the intermediary, providing the means for a 

Whistleblower to retain anonymity, where desired. Reports received by 

Your Call are communicated to us and Your Call acts as the intermediary 

to obtain further information and communicate to the Whistleblower

where required. 
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The Whistleblower Policy also contains further details on how to make a 

report through an authority and directly to amaysim. 

Importantly, anyone who makes a report will be protected against 

victimisation and detrimental action. 

Grievance mechanism and remediation
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